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Reducing System Power and Cost
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By: Ehab Mohsen

Applications in high-volume markets often have
requirements such as power efficiency and competitive
pricing. Yet, to be competitive, most of these systems need
to deliver adequately high performance and advanced
functionality. In military radio, for example, battery life is
important, but so is delivering reliable signal transmission
and support for numerous waveform protocols. The same
can be said for wireless infrastructure equipment: small
cell base stations must deliver high bandwidth to support
consumer demand.
Xilinx introduced the Artix®-7 FPGA family with these
applications in mind, delivering the lowest system power
and cost for high-volume applications. This white paper
describes the compounding effects power consumption
has on system design—including bill of material (BOM)
cost—and how the Artix-7 family addresses these
challenges for a variety of applications.
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The Compounding Effects of Power Consumption

The Compounding Effects of Power Consumption
Designers seeking power efficiency are not concerned solely with, say, extending operational
time. They also consider the impact power has on cost, performance, and form factor.
As power consumption increases, so do cooling costs and the real estate needed for power
management. More regulators, heat sinks, and cooling fans require more power to operate,
aggravating the energy consumption problem. More components translate into more PCB area
and complexity, adding to board cost and lengthening development time. As a result, high
power consumption has secondary effects on system cost.
The other indirect effect is on performance; more switching across the logic fabric and I/Os
increases dynamic power. Make-or-break performance requirements can force a system to
exceed a desired power budget, or stringent power requirements might not give adequate
headroom for performance.
Because of these secondary effects, selecting the right device can be non-trivial. Some FPGA
vendors attempt to focus on either performance or power, while in the process neglecting those
applications that need to cost-effectively balance both.

Artix-7 Family: High Performance, Reduced System Power and Cost
When performance is a priority, many designers are forced to move to more expensive
mid-range devices — sacrificing power and cost — or settle for low-end solutions that sacrifice
performance. In contrast, the Artix-7 family focuses much of its innovation on serving
cost-conscious markets that need advanced functionality at the lowest power. Table 1 shows a
high-level view of the applications covered by Artix-7 FPGAs.
Table 1:

Applications for Artix-7 FPGAs
Industry

Application Example

Wireless

Picocells, Backhaul Units

Wired

Access Devices

Medical

Portable Ultrasound, Endoscopes

Aerospace and Defense
Audio, Video, and Broadcast
Consumer

Routers and Switches, Monitors, Projectors
DSLR Cameras, Digital Displays, Set-Top Boxes

Automotive

Infotainment

Industrial

2

Military Radio, Munitions

Machine Vision, Programmable Logic Controllers
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Artix-7 Family: High Performance, Reduced System Power and Cost

With logic densities ranging from 12K to 200K logic cells, the newest devices—Artix-7 A12T
and Artix-7 25T—have been added for even greater power efficiency. Table 2 shows the
breadth of devices of varying resource mix within the family.
Table 2:

Artix-7 FPGA Resource Information
Part Number

Resources

XC7A12T

XC7A15T

XC7A25T

XC7A35T

XC7A50T

XC7A75T

XC7A100T

XC7A200T

Logic Cells (k)

12,800

16,640

23,360

33,280

52,160

75,520

101,440

215,360

Total Block
RAM (Kb)

720

900

1,620

1,800

2,700

3,780

4,860

13,140

I/O

150

250

150

250

250

300

300

500

DSP Slices

40

45

80

90

120

180

240

740

PCIe® Gen2(1)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Analog Mixed
Signal

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Max. Memory
Interface (Mb/s)

1,066

1,066

1,066

1,066

1,066

1,066

1,066

1,066

Transceiver
(6.6 Gb/s Max
Rate)(2)

2

4

4

4

4

8

8

16

Notes:
1.
2.

Supports PCI Express Base 2.1 specification at Gen1 and Gen2 data rates.
Represents the maximum number of transceivers available. Note that the majority of devices are available without transceivers.
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Artix-7 Family: High Performance, Reduced System Power and Cost

Low Power in a Scalable Optimized Architecture
Based on TSMC's 28 nm high performance, low power (HPL) process, Xilinx 7 series FPGAs
offer the ideal balance of power, performance, and capacity. The 7 series consists of:
•
•
•

Artix-7 devices for low power and low cost
Kintex®-7 devices for an optimal balance of price and performance
Virtex®-7 devices for highest performance and capacity

Careful comparisons to TSMC's low power (LP) and high power (HP) processes indicate that
the HPL process achieves the lowest power and highest performance when considering the
operating range of an FPGA. In principle, an HP process sees performance gains over an HPL
process but at levels of static power that are often unacceptable for programmable devices.
Conversely, at low leakage points, 28 HPL offers a better performance-power metric than
28 LP, as shown in Figure 1. The ability to extend into a lower leakage region enables a
low-power Artix-7 device, for example, to be substituted without switching to a different
process.
X-Ref Target - Figure 1
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HPL Process Enables Low Power and High Performance in the Artix-7 FPGA

By using the HPL process and the same architectural building blocks for the Virtex-7, Kintex-7,
and Artix-7 families of FPGAs, the 7 series provides easy design migration across families,
eliminating time-consuming reoptimization. Targeting an Artix-7 device for an existing
product ensures scalability for next-generation systems. Conversely, a high-performance
Virtex-7 or Kintex-7 FPGA-based system can be migrated to an Artix-7 FPGA if an application
needs to be scaled down to reduce power, cost, and size. For more information on the 7 series
scalable optimized architecture, refer to the Xilinx white paper: WP373, Xilinx Redefines
Power, Performance, and Design Productivity with Three Innovative 28 nm FPGA Families:
Virtex-7, Kintex-7, and Artix-7 Devices.
The breakthrough of combining the HPL process with the Xilinx 7 series architecture cuts total
power consumption by 50% compared to the previous generation (see Figure 2). This provides
headroom for additional performance, logic density, I/O bandwidth, and signal processing.
Designers have the flexibility to either lower power by 50% or take advantage of greater
performance and capacity at previous power budgets.
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X-Ref Target - Figure 2
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The 28 nm HPL Process Reduces Power Consumption by 50 Percent

Low Power Speed-Grades with Artix-7 FPGAs
Voltage scaling and power binning—while available in all 7 series FPGAs and SoCs—is
especially versatile in the Artix-7 family. This process of screening for devices that can operate
at lower voltages yet retain optimal performance can significantly reduce static and dynamic
power. This is made possible by the headroom gained with the 28 HPL process. This is similar
to the power strategy first introduced in Virtex-6 and Spartan®-6 devices.
In particular, Artix-7 FPGAs that can run at 0.95V are designated -1LI, delivering equivalent
performance to regular -1 speed grades at 1.0V. Industrial-grade (I-grade) devices provide a
much wider operating temperature range. Xilinx screens these devices for performance and
tighter leakage specifications relative to standard devices. Only the lower leakage and higher
performance FPGAs are selected for the -1LI speed-grade. When compared to standard
speed-grades and commercial temperature range devices, this screening method yields a 65%
reduction in static power and 10% lower dynamic power without any drop in performance, as
shown in Table 3. This is particularly useful for industrial, aerospace and defense, and other
applications that are thermally challenged and hence power constrained.
For applications that need even greater performance than a -1 speed grade but without the
industrial operating range requirement, -2LE devices deliver -2 speed grade performance with
45% lower static power than commercial grade parts. A summary of these low-power speed
grades is shown in Table 3.
Table 3:

Voltage Scaling and Power Binning
C-Grade
Devices

I-Grade
Devices

-1LI (0.95V)

-2LE (1.0V)

1.0V

1.0V

0.95V

1.0V

Static Power

Nominal

-30%

–65%

–45%

Dynamic Power

Nominal

Nominal

–10%

0%

Performance

Nominal

No degradation

No degradation

No degradation

Voltage (VCCINT)
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Artix-7 Family: High Performance, Reduced System Power and Cost

Reducing Cost through System Integration
Artix-7 FPGAs enable BOM cost reduction by eliminating the need for additional components
on the board. For example, the Artix-7 family features a fully programmable analog sub-system
that includes 12-bit Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs), a 17-channel front-end, and on-chip
monitors and sensors. The system is ideal for simple analog monitoring or complex signal
conditioning and processing.
The integration with FPGA logic allows for microprocessors, controllers, and DSP functions to
handle monitoring and “housekeeping” functions on a single device. An Artix-7 device
leveraging on-chip Analog Mixed Signal (AMS) can be used for applications such as industrial
programmable logic controllers, multi-function printers, and digital SLR cameras, among
others, where component and board cost savings are imperative. For more on programmable
analog, refer to the Xilinx white paper: WP392, Xilinx Agile Mixed Signal Solutions.
Collectively, these on-chip components reduce overall system cost. By enabling multi-chip
functionality on a single device, designers require fewer components, minimize the number of
board layers and simplify PCB development — reducing not just the BOM but development
cost. Secondary benefits include smaller form factor, faster development cycles, and lower
power due to fewer components and less chip-to-chip communication.

Logic Fabric Optimized for Performance
As part of its scalability, the 7 series architecture uses the same flexible logic across all
families. Configurable logic blocks (CLBs) consist of two slices, each comprised of four
6-input look-up tables (LUTs), four flip-flops, carry-chain logic, and four additional flip-flops
that can be configured as latches. There are also dedicated resources that can be used to build
large high-speed multiplexers (as opposed to utilizing LUTs). For more information, refer to
the Xilinx white paper: WP405, Xilinx 7 Series FPGAs: The Logical Advantage.
The 7 series slice architecture is based closely on that in the Virtex-6 and Spartan-6 families,
using the same LUT structure, control logic, enables, and outputs. These similarities between
the Spartan-6 and Artix-7 devices provide an easy migration path.
With a block RAM-to-logic ratio of up to 13.1 Mb within 215K logic cells, and 740 DSP48E1
slices for the same capacity, the Artix-7 FPGA rivals the logic density of mid-range products
while still benefiting from lower power and cost. The DSP resources provide up to
930 GMACs of DSP performance— 3X that of the competition — useful for imaging and
communication applications that require extensive processing capacity.

High-Speed Interfaces
Supporting up to sixteen 6.6 Gb/s transceivers that have been optimized for low power, the
Artix-7 family offers the fastest line rates for cost-sensitive markets. These transceivers support
pre-emphasis and continuous time linear equalization (CTLE) to compensate for signal
distortion across transmission channels. With up to 211 Gb/s of total throughput, the Artix-7
family is a low-cost alternative for bandwidth-sensitive applications that would otherwise
require mid-range solutions.
Because memory read/write bandwidth can affect overall system performance, the Artix-7
family offers up to 1,066 Mb/s DDR3 data rates, the highest in the industry for FPGAs in its
class. The memory solution consists of a flexible controller and physical layer (PHY) for
interfacing designs and AMBA® advanced extensible interface (AXI4) slave interfaces to
DDR3 and DDR2 SDRAM devices. The controller supports an array of external memories for
flexible system design, such as streamlined access to video and data storage.
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Market Applications

Small Form Factor
The Artix-7 family features a 50% smaller package at equivalent density compared to the
Spartan-6 family. As low-cost devices move into more compact applications, such as hand-held
software-defined radios, feasibility largely depends on the device's form factor and the
restrictions caused by limited PCB area. Artix-7 devices are offered in various types of
low-cost wire-bond packages — from chip-scale packaging with 0.5 mm ball spacing, the
smallest form factor, to BGA packaging with 1.0 mm ball spacing, ideal for low-cost PCB
manufacturing. Refer to the Artix-7 Product Table for more information on packaging.

Market Applications
The following examples demonstrate how the Artix-7 FPGA enables cost-sensitive
applications to deliver high processing power and bandwidth while benefiting from low power
consumption.

Military Software-Defined Radio
One of the most ideal fits for the Artix-7 FPGA is in military software-defined radio (SDR). A
military SDR network can comprise permanent military bases, mobile command centers,
ground and airborne vehicles, manpack, and hand-held devices for individual foot soldiers.
Mobile SDR systems in worst-case use locations often require higher transmit power — which
typically leads to higher battery drain, increased size and weight (often driven by the need for
bigger batteries), and ultimately, higher costs.
In addition, extensive DSP processing capacity is needed to support a variety of radio protocols
(each with unique waveform characteristics) for voice, data, and video communication modes.
Supporting many protocols is challenging, as is maintaining the required level of security in all
protocols. The SDR must also be able to operate reliably from worst-case radio locations within
a complex strategic topology as well as in dense radio frequency (RF) spectrum environments
that can exacerbate undesired cross-channel interference and receiver desensitization.
SDRs must be designed for:
•
•
•
•

WP423 (v2.4) September 27, 2016

The capability to recognize and support encoding/decoding of many different
communications protocols
High-performance waveform processing in all supported protocols
Small form factors, permitting a high degree of designed-in portability
Minimal power consumption by the FPGA, providing extended use periods between
battery replacement/recharge
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Market Applications

DSP Processing Capacity for Wideband Protocol Support
Critical to an SDR is the modem that performs baseband signal preprocessing and RF signal
improvements. Because of its parallel processing-based architecture and reconfigurability, an
FPGA implementation of the modem is common — and the Artix-7 FPGA is an ideal fit, as
shown in Figure 3. With up to 740 DSP slices, the Artix-7 device can provide up to
930 GMACs of DSP performance — three times that of competing FPGAs, and far greater than
any stand-alone DSP processor or GPU.
X-Ref Target - Figure 3
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Figure 3: System Integration for Software-Defined Radio

Small Form Factor for Hand-Held Radio
Size and weight are high priorities when deploying SDRs for foot soldiers. The Artix-7 A100T
FPGA is available in a 15x15 mm package with 101,440 logic cells, the industry's smallest
FPGA for its capacity. With 215,360 logic cells in a 19x19 mm package, the Artix-7 A200T
FPGA is an ideal solution for implementing an SDR modem as well as a cryptographic engine,
as represented in Figure 3.

Single-Chip Cryptographic Solution for System Integration
Because security is a major concern in SDR, a key requirement is the compartmentalization of
encrypted and unencrypted data. Typically, this would require two separate devices, but Xilinx
supports an Isolation Design Flow (IDF) that enables multiple physically isolated functions to
be implemented within a single FPGA. IDF utilizes a “fence” of unused device components
between each function, ensuring the system meets security requirements while still benefiting
from single-chip integration.
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Market Applications

Low Power for Long Battery Life
While DSP processing is critical, limitations of battery operation demand just the right
performance-to-power balance. The Artix-7 FPGA’s performance per watt ensures long battery
life while still providing the needed processing capacity. As a matter of comparison, a typical
ASSP-based implementation is comprised of a DSP processor and ASSP for the modem
function, along with a three-device cryptographic engine. The Artix-7 A200T device consumes
up to 35% less power than such an implementation.

Wireless Backhaul: High Bandwidth in Urban Locations
Mobile backhaul has come to the forefront within cellular communications networks due to the
rapid growth in data traffic. Because the majority of the growth in cellular traffic is happening
in urban and suburban areas where fiber media is often not practical, operators plan to boost
capacity by deploying small cells at street level in places like lamp posts, traffic lights, and
walls of adjoining buildings. To interconnect these small cells in clusters and to connect them
to the nearest aggregation points, operators must deploy low-power, low-cost backhaul units,
whose microwave radio links can span up to tens of miles.

High-Speed Transceivers for Bandwidth Support
A traditional mobile backhaul unit typically supports several Ethernet links. In wireless mobile
backhaul, the traffic is forwarded between Ethernet links and radio channels using an internal
Ethernet switch. High-speed transceivers are required at both ends of the unit. As a low-cost
alternative, the Artix-7 family delivers maximal bandwidth with its sixteen 6.6 Gb/s
transceivers for both Ethernet and RF links using JEDEC JESD204B connectivity to data
converters.

Integrating Multi-Chip Functionality onto a Single Device
One half of the backhaul unit contains packet processing, traffic management, and timing
synchronization functions. The other half of the unit supports modem channels for signal
processing. For modem functionality, two requirements are key:
•
•

Adequate high-performance DSP processing
High-speed transceivers that interconnect with the data converters to produce high rates of
data throughput

The Artix-7 devices have the right mix of logic density, IP support, and DSP resources to
support these functions. The Artix-7 A200T device, for example, with 215,360 logic cells, can
integrate a backhaul solution composed of all the needed packet processing, traffic
management, and timing/synchronization blocks as well as a single high-speed radio channel.
A typical two-channel ASIC/ASSP-based solution needs a stand-alone Ethernet switch, a
traffic manager function in an FPGA, an external timing and synchronization device, one
modem device per channel, external PHY for serial connectivity, and a control plane CPU.
This is a seven-device solution. The Xilinx solution requires only two devices for its
programmable implementation of the same functionality, as shown in Figure 4.
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Programmable Logic Controllers

X-Ref Target - Figure 4
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Figure 4:

Integrating Multi-Device Functionality for Microwave Mobile Backhaul

Low Power in a Small Form Factor
To maintain low visual impact, backhaul units are typically compact, making it challenging to
dissipate the heat they generate. By integrating much of the system on a single FPGA, the
Artix-7 FPGA solution minimizes dissipation needs, not just by reducing device count, but also
by reducing inter-device I/O dissipation. An Artix-7 FPGA-based design can reduce power by
up to 50% compared to a multi-device solution.

Programmable Logic Controllers
Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) are commonly used in industrial settings for
packaging, printing, assembly, and other processes. The controller itself manages the
coordination of I/O devices, motor drives, and machine vision systems to ensure all the
components are tightly synchronized and are operating efficiently. This requires fast
computation, real-time processing, and high-speed I/O interfacing. Furthermore, because these
PLC modules are of standard size, form factor is equally critical.

Re-Programmability for Scalability
Traditionally, PLCs have been implemented via microprocessors in conjunction with an ASIC
or ASSP and dedicated plug-in modules. While the main processor runs an OS with the PLC
run-time software, motion control, and Human Machine Interface (HMI) user interface, the
ASIC- or ASSP-based plug-in cards manage safety functions and communication. PLCs of this
architecture are customized for use in different applications by selecting which plug-in
modules to insert into the PLC. FPGAs make it possible to maintain the versatility of plug-in
cards, but with lower cost and a smaller form factor. With an FPGA-based architecture, plug-in
modules themselves can become scalable and reconfigurable, enabling PLC suppliers to
maximize economy of scale. A single hardware platform can be configured to support different
Industrial Ethernet or fieldbus protocols, or perform virtually any application from motion
control to custom I/O functions. As communication standards evolve, FPGA-based
communication cards can be remotely upgraded to take advantage of the latest protocols
without changing hardware, thus, offering suppliers the ability for end-customers to
future-proof their systems.
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On-Chip Real-Time Processing and High-Speed I/O Interfaces
FPGAs provide an advantage over ASICs not just for re-programmability and easier
upgradeability but also for their ability to perform real-time processing. Because the control
algorithms have become increasingly complex, in many cases the FPGA can fully integrate
major control functions via its on-chip processor while coordinating and synchronizing other
systems on the factory floor. With a 32-bit MicroBlaze™ processor for real-time control and
52,160 logic cells, the Artix-7 A50T FPGA is ideal for smaller capacity but compute intensive
controllers. The larger Artix-7 A75T FPGA is ideal for modules with multiple communication
ports combined with additional functions.
As mentioned, the key to PLC functionality is rapid communication with neighboring control
systems. The Artix-7 A50T provides up to four 6.25 Gb/s transceivers, supporting PCIe® x4
Gen2 for communication with the processor. The high transceiver count relative to package
size makes the Artix-7 A50T device ideal for integrating multiple networking standards across
multiple slave devices.

Isolation of Safety Functions
To satisfy the strict requirements for functional safety in industrial applications, Xilinx’s
Isolation Design Flow (IDF) enables multiple physically isolated functions to be implemented
within a single FPGA. The safety design can be isolated from other critical functions in the
device to ensure that potential errors in non-critical circuitry do not impact the safety
application. By completely isolating the safety application from other parts of the design,
suppliers can achieve safety certification much faster by reusing the safety design across
platforms. See Figure 5.
X-Ref Target - Figure 5
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Figure 5:
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Artix-7 FPGA Used for a Programmable Logic Controller
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Conclusion: High-End Value in a Low-Cost Package
The applications described in this white paper are only a few examples. Because end-users in
cost-competitive markets continue to demand more functionality and greater bandwidth, the
Artix-7 family of FPGAs fits into many other market segments, such as consumer, wired
infrastructure, and broadcasting.
System architects are compelled to examine every component on their bill of materials to
minimize system cost while still meeting performance requirements. Not only does the Artix-7
family deliver the greatest performance per watt in its class, but its integration of analog
mixed-signal capabilities reduces BOM cost and overall system power. By leveraging the
Artix-7 family, designers can deliver high-end value in these highly competitive, cost-sensitive
markets.
For more information, visit www.xilinx.com/artix7.

Additional Resources
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WP389, Lowering Power at 28 nm with Xilinx 7 Series FPGAs
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Notice of Disclaimer
The information disclosed to you hereunder (the “Materials”) is provided solely for the selection and use of Xilinx
products. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law: (1) Materials are made available "AS IS" and with all
faults, Xilinx hereby DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR
STATUTORY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE; and (2) Xilinx shall not be liable
(whether in contract or tort, including negligence, or under any other theory of liability) for any loss or damage of
any kind or nature related to, arising under, or in connection with, the Materials (including your use of the Materials),
including for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential loss or damage (including loss of data, profits,
goodwill, or any type of loss or damage suffered as a result of any action brought by a third party) even if such
damage or loss was reasonably foreseeable or Xilinx had been advised of the possibility of the same. Xilinx assumes
no obligation to correct any errors contained in the Materials or to notify you of updates to the Materials or to
product specifications. You may not reproduce, modify, distribute, or publicly display the Materials without prior
written consent. Certain products are subject to the terms and conditions of Xilinx’s limited warranty, please refer to
Xilinx’s Terms of Sale which can be viewed at http://www.xilinx.com/legal.htm#tos; IP cores may be subject to
warranty and support terms contained in a license issued to you by Xilinx. Xilinx products are not designed or
intended to be fail-safe or for use in any application requiring fail-safe performance; you assume sole risk and
liability for use of Xilinx products in such critical applications, please refer to Xilinx’s Terms of Sale which can be
viewed at http://www.xilinx.com/ legal.htm#tos.

Automotive Applications Disclaimer
AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS (IDENTIFIED AS “XA” IN THE PART NUMBER) ARE NOT WARRANTED FOR
USE IN THE DEPLOYMENT OF AIRBAGS OR FOR USE IN APPLICATIONS THAT AFFECT CONTROL OF
A VEHICLE (“SAFETY APPLICATION”) UNLESS THERE IS A SAFETY CONCEPT OR REDUNDANCY
FEATURE CONSISTENT WITH THE ISO 26262 AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY STANDARD (“SAFETY DESIGN”).
CUSTOMER SHALL, PRIOR TO USING OR DISTRIBUTING ANY SYSTEMS THAT INCORPORATE
PRODUCTS, THOROUGHLY TEST SUCH SYSTEMS FOR SAFETY PURPOSES. USE OF PRODUCTS IN A
SAFETY APPLICATION WITHOUT A SAFETY DESIGN IS FULLY AT THE RISK OF CUSTOMER, SUBJECT
ONLY TO APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING LIMITATIONS ON PRODUCT
LIABILITY.
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